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From Scott Kelby, the author of the world’s #1 best-selling book on Lightroom,  
and the Editor and Publisher of Photoshop User magazine

Scott Kelby

Lightroom is such an awesome program for organizing and editing photos, but after you’ve 
worked with it for a while, you’ll hit a wall—a point where you realize that there are things 
you need to do that Lightroom just won’t do. It could be anything from retouching portraits, 
to blending two or more images together, to stitching panoramas, to creating realistic HDR 
images, to adding beautiful type to your images—there are lots of incredible things you 
could do…if you just knew Adobe Photoshop.

But, while Lightroom is pretty easy to learn (well, except for maybe the whole “managing  
your images” part), Photoshop is…well…it’s Photoshop. It’s this huge, amazing, Swiss Army 
knife of a program with 70+ tools, more than two dozen floating panels, and a ton of filters, 
so compared to Lightroom it seems really complicated, but that’s only because…it is.

Well, it would be tough to learn, but you’ve got a secret weapon: Scott Kelby, the guy 
who wrote the world’s #1 best-selling book on Lightroom, and the Editor and Publisher of 
Photoshop User magazine. Scott has put together this short, quick, plain-English guide that 
only covers the parts of Photoshop that a Lightroom user would actually need to learn. 
Here’s the good news:

•	 	You	don’t	need	to	learn	all	of	Photoshop’s	tools	or	filters,	or	all	the	layer	blend	
modes or panels, because in reality, you’re just going to need a handful of these, 
and Scott tells you flat-out which tools to use, which techniques work best, which 
ones	to	avoid,	and	why.	You	only	really	need	about	20%	of	what	Photoshop	can	do,	
and	that	20%	is	all	covered	right	in	this	book.

•	 	If	you’re	reading	this	book,	you’re	new	to	Photoshop,	and	you’ll	love	how	Scott	lays	
it all out with everything step by step, so you can start using Photoshop like a pro 
right away.

•	 	There	are	chapters	here	on	everything	from	learning	the	Photoshop	essentials	
(don’t worry, it’s a short chapter), to working with layers and layer masks (you are so 
going to love layers!), to portrait retouching techniques for photographers, special 
effects, and just enough cool stuff to make you really dangerous in Photoshop with-
out even breaking a sweat!

•	 	Also,	this	book	includes	a	special	bonus	chapter	on	the	things	you	might	think	 
you need to jump over to Photoshop to do, but can actually do right in Lightroom, 
plus you’ll learn a few other cool Lightroom tips. It’s all right here in the only book 
of its kind!
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I really want to make sure you get the absolute most out of reading this book, and if  
you take two minutes to read these seven things now, I promise it will make a big  
difference in your success with Photoshop, and with this book (plus, it will keep you  
from sending me an email asking something that everyone who skips this part will  
wind up doing). By the way, the images shown below are just for looks. Hey, we’re 
photographers—how things look matters to us.

(1) You can download many of the  
key photos used here in the book 
(and the video I mention in #7 on the 
next page), so you can follow along 
using many of the same images that 
I used, at http://kelbytraining.com/
books/PSforLR. See, this is one of 
those things I was talking about that 
you’d miss if you skipped over this 
and jumped right to Chapter 1. Then 
you’d send me an angry email about 
how I didn’t tell you where to down-
load the photos or watch the video. 
You wouldn’t be the first.

(2) If you’ve read my other books, 
you know they’re usually “jump in  
anywhere” books, but since you’re 
new to Photoshop, I would really rec-
ommend you start with Chapters 1  
and 2 first, then you can jump to any-
where else in the book and you’ll be 
fine. But, hey, it’s your book—if you 
decide to just hollow out the insides 
and store your valuables in there, I’ll 
never know. Also, make sure you read 
the opening to each project, up at the 
top of the page. Those actually have 
information you’ll want to know, so 
don’t skip over them.

(3) The official name of the software is  
“Adobe Photoshop CC.” But, if every 
time I referred to it throughout the 
book, I called it “Adobe Photoshop CC,” 
you’d eventually want to strangle me, 
so from here on out, I usually just refer  
to it as “Photoshop.” Same thing with 

“Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 5.” I just 
refer to it as “Lightroom.” Just so 
you know.

http://kelbytraining.com/books/PSforLR
http://kelbytraining.com/books/PSforLR
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(4) The intro page at the beginning of 
each chapter is designed to give you 
a quick mental break, and honestly, 
they have little to do with the chapter. 
In fact, they have little to do with any-
thing, but writing these quirky chapter 
intros is kind of a tradition of mine  
(I do this in all my books), but if you’re 
one of those really “serious” types, I’m 
begging you, please skip over them, 
because they’ll just get you really  
irritated. I’m not kidding.

(5) At the end of the book is a special 
bonus chapter, where I cover things 
you might think you need to jump 
over to Photoshop for, but ya don’t. 
I call this chapter “12 Things You’d 
Think You’d Need Photoshop For, But 
Ya Don’t.” Apparently, I like the direct 
approach. Anyway, it’s worth check-
ing out because although there are 
definitely times we absolutely need 
to jump over to Photoshop, if we can 
do the same (or similar) thing in Light-
room, it’s usually quicker to do it there.

(6) What if this book makes me fall 
deeply in love with Photoshop? That 
wouldn’t be a bad thing, ya know, and 
if that happens, I got ya covered with 
one of those big 500+-page books that 
covers everything you’d ever want to 
do (as a photographer) in Photoshop. 
It’s called The Adobe Photoshop Book 
for Digital Photographers (I know, the 
name is kinda, well, direct), but don’t 
worry about that right now—we’ve got 
plenty of work to do here first.

(7) I created a short bonus video for 
you. It shows you step by step how to  
use Photoshop to edit videos. I didn’t  
include this in the book, because 
there’s no direct link between Light-
room and Photoshop for editing your 
videos. It’s basically an all-Photoshop 
kind of thing. When you’re done with 
your video, you can import the final 
completed video back into Lightroom 
just so you can watch it there, but this  
is really a standalone Photoshop pro-
duction. Anyway, I still thought you 
might dig it, so I made a video espe-
cially for you. See? I care.
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I had it made when it came to naming this chapter because when I typed the word 
“retouch” into the iTunes Store’s Search Store field, I not only found songs named 
“Retouch,” but it brought up an artist named “Re-touch,” as well. So, I decided to go 
with that one, since it wasn’t so obvious. Plus, once I previewed a few of his tracks,  
I realized there was no way he was paying his mortgage with income from his music 
career, so maybe this mention will give him some kind of boost. Okay, I’m just  
kidding, his music is actually pretty good—especially if you like bass drum. I mean, 
really, really like bass drum for long extended periods of time, and you like it followed 
by layering weird synthesizer sounds. If that sounds like a dig, it’s not because there 
are a lot of remixes of Re-touch’s tunes by everybody from Tom Novy to Goldie-Lox to  
Overnoise, which alone is pretty impressive (I have no idea who those people are, but 
it’s only because I am very old and these tunes are probably played well after the Early 
Bird Special ends at Denny’s, so I would’ve missed them, but I’m sure if they played 
these def tracks at Denny’s around my dinner time [around 4:30 p.m.], there would be 
plenty of dentures just a-clackin’ away. We call that “crack-a-lackin’,” but that’s just  
because we’re so “street.” Ball ‘til ya fall, homies!). Anyway, just to circle back around 
for a moment, you can actually do some minor retouching right within Lightroom  
itself, and I cover that here at the start of this chapter, but for more serious stuff, you’ve 
got to jump over to Photoshop because it was born for this stuff. Now, Adobe has 
done a number of studies, using select focus groups across a wide range of demo -
graphics, and these studies have revealed that high-end professional retouchers 
using Photoshop can increase not only their productivity, but the realism of their 
retouching by putting on noise-canceling headphones and listening to a long bass 
drum track followed by layered weird synthesizer sounds, and then mentally picturing 
themselves at Denny’s. I am not making this up. Google it. You’ll see.
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RETOUCHING  
IN LIGHTROOM
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Retouching Portraits

Chapter Four

There are a lot of simple retouches we can do in Lightroom’s Develop module, but they 
are usually about making something lighter or darker (like darkening your subject’s eye-
brows by painting over them with the Adjustment Brush with just the Exposure lowered) 
or removing something simple. I cover some of the most popular Lightroom retouches 
right here (including reducing wrinkles and slimming), but there’s only so much you can 
do in Lightroom. That’s okay, that’s why there’s Photoshop. But, first, a little Lightroom.

BRIGHTENING THE WHITES  
OF THE EYES:
For example, to brighten the whites 
of the eyes right within Lightroom, 
we click on the Adjustment Brush (K) 
in the toolbar at the top of the right-
side panels, double-click on the word 

“Effect” to reset all the sliders to zero, 
then click-and-drag the Exposure slider 
to the right a little bit. Now, we zoom in  
tight on the eyes, and then paint over 
the whites to brighten them. Just be 
careful not to make them too white  
or it looks very obvious that they’ve 
been retouched.

MAKING THE IRIS SPARKLE:
Another nice retouch to the eyes  
uses the same settings you just  
applied to the whites of eyes, but  
this time you’re going to add a little 

“kicker” to the bottom of the iris. Click 
on the New button at the top of the  
Adjustment Brush options, and paint 
over just the bottom of each iris, avoid-
ing the dark ring around the outside 
of them. Once you’re done, you can 
decide how bright you want your sub-
ject’s irises to be using the Exposure 
slider (it won’t affect the whites of the 
eyes because you clicked the New  
button first).
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SOFTENING SKIN:
Granted, it’s not great skin softening 
because it pretty much blurs any skin 
texture, but it does help. Here’s how 
it’s done: Get the Adjustment Brush, 
double-click on the word “Effect” to 
reset all the sliders to zero, then click-
and-drag the Clarity slider all the way 
to the left to –100. Now, paint over 
just the skin, avoiding any detail ar-
eas (like the eyes, eyebrows, lips, hair, 
nostrils, edges of the face, clothes, 
etc.), and those areas become very 
soft. Of course, we can do much better 
in Photoshop, but at least you can do 
some quick softening right in Light-
room, as long as your goal is speed 
over quality.

REDUCING WRINKLES:
If your subject is a little bit older, 
then you don’t want to remove their 
wrinkles (it’ll be a dead giveaway it 
was retouched, especially to their 
friends). Instead, you want to reduce 
their wrinkles, so they look 10 years 
younger (not 40 years younger). Get 
the Spot Removal tool (Q) from the 
toolbar and paint a stroke over an 
individual wrinkle, so it’s totally gone. 
Then, go to the Spot Removal tool’s 
options and lower the Opacity to bring 
back most, but not all, of the original  
wrinkle. That way, you reduce it, 
rather than remove it.

SLIMMING YOUR SUBJECT:
In Lightroom 5, Adobe added a lens 
correction feature we can use to in-
stantly slim your subject, so they look  
10 to 15 lbs. lighter. Go to the Lens  
Corrections panel, click on the Manual  
tab, and you’ll see the last Transform 
slider is Aspect. Click-and-drag this 
slider to the right a little bit (here I 
dragged it over to +38) and, as you 
do, it squeezes the photo in from the 
sides proportionally, and—voilà—
your subject is thinner (the farther 
you drag, the thinner they get). Now, 
just crop the photo, so the white ar-
eas on both sides are gone. ©
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STEP ONE:
Here’s the image we want to retouch, 
opened in Photoshop, and there’s a  
very common problem here (well, 
when it comes to facial symmetry 
anyway), and that is our subject’s eyes 
aren’t lined up perfectly symmetrically 
(the eye on the left is up a little higher 
than the one on the right. I put a hori-
zontal guide over the center of her 
pupil on the right to help you see the 
difference). There’s a surprisingly easy 
fix, though. By the way, to get guides 
like this in Photoshop, you just have 
to make the rulers visible by pressing 
Command-R (PC: Ctrl-R). Then, you 
can click-and-drag guides right out 
from the rulers themselves.

STEP TWO:
Get the Lasso tool (L) and make  
a very loose selection around both 
the eye and eyebrow on the left (as 
shown here), because we’re going 
to need to move them together as 
a unit. Of course, at this point if we 
moved this selected area, you’d see  
a very hard edge (a dead giveaway), 
so we’ll need to soften it by adding  
a feather to the edges that will help  
it blend right in. So, go under the 
Select menu, under Modify, and 
choose Feather. When the Feather  
Selection dialog appears, enter 10  
pixels (as shown here) and click  
OK, and now you’ve softened the 
edges of your selection.

More often than not, the features on your subject’s face won’t be perfectly symmetrical 
(one eye might be higher than the other, or their nose might be a little crooked at the  
nostrils or the bridge, or one side of their smile might extend higher than the other, and  
so on). Luckily, you can bring all these misaligned features back into alignment using 
just a few tools, and some techniques you’ve already learned (but we do get to learn a 
helpful new tool this time, as well).
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STEP THREE:
Press Command-J (PC: Ctrl-J) to 
copy your selected eye area (with its 
soft edges) up to its own separate 
layer. Here, I hid the Background layer, 
so you can see what just the eye area 
looks like. What’s nice about seeing 
this view is that you can see the area 
you selected has soft edges, instead of 
sharp, harsh edges (the checkerboard 
pattern shows you which parts of this 
layer are transparent). By the way, to 
hide a layer (like the Background layer, 
in this case), go to the Layers panel 
and click on the Eye icon to the left 
of the layer’s name. To see the Back-
ground layer again, click where that 
Eye icon used to be.

STEP FOUR: 
Now, switch to the Move tool (V)  
and then press the Down Arrow key  
on your keyboard a few times until  
her eyes on both sides line up (as 
shown here). In this case, I had to  
hit the Down Arrow key seven times 
until they lined up. You might find it 
helpful to pull out a horizontal guide 
(drag it down from the top ruler) to 
help you align the two eyes right on  
the money, or you can just eye it.  
(Oh, come on. That one was pretty 
good. Get it? “Eye it.” Seriously, that 
was pretty decent, ya gotta admit.)
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This retouch requires you to pick up one part of your image to cover up another part  
of it, and, of course, Lightroom doesn’t have any way to do that. But, luckily, this is the  
stuff Photoshop is made for. This technique is actually very simple and very quick, but  
has a big impact when it comes to your subject having perfect eyebrows every time.

STEP ONE:
Once your image is open in Photo-
shop, start by getting the Lasso tool 
(L) and drawing a shape that kind of 
looks like an eyebrow itself. Draw 
this right above one of your subject’s 
existing eyebrows (as shown in the 
next step).

STEP TWO:
You need to soften the edges of the 
selection just a little bit, so go under 
the Select menu, under Modify, and 
choose Feather. When the dialog  
appears, enter 5 pixels (just enough  
to add a little bit of edge softening), 
and click OK.
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STEP THREE:
Now, press Command-J (PC: Ctrl-J) 
to place that selected area up on its 
own separate layer. Here, I turned off 
the Background layer (by clicking on 
the Eye icon to the left of the layer 
thumbnail), so you can see just the 
selected area with its feathered edge. 
Switch to the Move tool (V) and click-
and-drag that shape straight down 
until it starts to cut off the top of the 
real eyebrow, and perfectly trims it. 
Then, go to the Layers panel, click on 
the Background layer, and do the ex-
act same thing for the other eyebrow. 
A before and after is shown below.

Before After
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Technically, you can remove some eye veins while you’re still in Lightroom using the  
Spot Removal tool, but if you’ve ever tried it, it’s pretty tricky and the results are…well…
let’s say there’s a reason we almost always jump over to Photoshop for a retouch like this. 
The only time I’d consider doing it in Lightroom alone is if your subject had just one single 
red vein, and unfortunately that rarely happens, so it’s handy to know this technique.

STEP ONE:
Here’s the image we’re going to  
retouch in Photoshop. We’ll need  
to zoom in tight (to at least 100%) to 
really see what we’re working on, so 
grab the Zoom tool (Z) and zoom in  
on the eye on the right (you can see 
this in the next step). Then, click on 
the Create a New Layer icon at the 
bottom of the Layers panel to create  
a new blank layer. We’re going to do 
our retouching on this empty layer, 
so later we can add a filter on top of 
it that will add texture back into the 
areas we retouched to make them  
look more realistic.

STEP TWO:
You’re going to remove these red 
veins using the Brush tool (with tem-
porary help from the Eyedropper tool). 
So, get the Brush tool (B), then press-
and-hold the Option (PC: Alt) key and 
your cursor will temporarily switch to 
the Eyedropper tool, so you can steal 
any color in your image and make it 
your Foreground color. You’re going to 
want to click the Eyedropper tool right 
near the red vein you want to remove 
(as shown here, where I’m clicking it 
right below the vein I want to remove). 
A large circular ring appears around 
your Eyedropper tool when you click—
the inside of the ring shows the exact 
color you just sampled and the out-
side of it is a neutral gray to help you 
see the color without being influenced 
by surrounding colors.
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STEP THREE:
Let go of the Option (PC: Alt) key  
to return to the Brush tool, set your 
brush Opacity (up in the Options 
Bar) to 20%, and choose a small, 
soft-edged brush that’s just a little 
bit larger than the vein you want to 
remove from the Brush Picker. Now, 
just start painting a few strokes right 
over the vein and, in just moments, 
it’s gone! Remember, at 20% opacity, 
the paint builds up, giving you a lot 
of control as you build up your paint 
over the vein, so don’t be afraid to go 
over the same stroke more than once. 
Since the eye itself is a sphere, the 
shading changes as you move across 
it, so be sure to sample again near 
what you’re painting over as you’re 
removing these veins to make sure 
the color and tone stay right on the 
money (I resampled about 10 or 12 
times during this retouch).

STEP FOUR:
Lastly, to keep the whites of the eyes 
from looking pasty after your retouch, 
we’re going to add a tiny bit of noise  
to your retouch layer. So, go under  
the Filter menu, under Noise and 
choose Add Noise. When the filter  
dialog appears, choose an Amount of 
1%, click on the Uniform radio button,  
and turn on the Monochromatic check-
box. Click OK to add this texture to 
your retouch. Although it’s subtle, it 
does make a difference.
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If there’s one part of your image that is absolutely critical to have in sharp focus, it’s the 
eyes. If the eyes aren’t sharp, the whole photo’s a bust, so we take extra steps to make 
sure we sharpen them. In this case, we’re going to use the most advanced sharpening 
Photoshop has to offer: the Sharpen tool. By the way, it wasn’t always this way. Adobe 
went and reworked the math behind the sharpening just a couple of years ago, and now 
we can apply more sharpening with fewer of the distracting halos and artifacts (junk) 
you’d get anytime you really sharpened something a bunch.

STEP ONE:
Open the image you want to retouch 
in Photoshop, and then press Com-
mand-J (PC: Ctrl-J) to duplicate the 
Background layer. I generally do this 
type of sharpening on a duplicate  
of the Background layer so (1) I can 
easily toggle the layer on/off to see  
a before/after while I’m sharpening, 
(2) I can lower the Opacity amount of 
the layer if I think I’ve over-sharpened 
the eyes, or (3) I can delete the layer 
altogether if I decide I don’t want any 
sharpening at all.

STEP TWO:
Get the Zoom tool (Z; it looks like  
a magnifying glass) from the Tool-
box, and then zoom in on the eyes. 
Also in the Toolbox, nested under the 
Blur tool, you’ll find the Sharpen tool 
(seen here). It has been in Photoshop 
for many years, but was pretty much 
unusable because it was so harsh we 
avoided it all costs. But, in Photoshop 
CS5, Adobe’s engineers decided to not 
only fix this tool, but to make it Photo-
shop’s most advanced sharpening tool 
(I got that straight from one of Adobe’s 
own Photoshop product managers). 
However, this new math is only turned 
on if the Protect Detail checkbox up in 
the Options Bar is turned on, so make 
darn sure that it is (as shown here, 
circled in red), or you’ll be using the 
old version of the Sharpen tool (with 
the old results).
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STEP THREE:
Also in the Options Bar, lower the 
Strength amount to 20% (as seen 
here). Using a lower amount like this 
gives you more control because the 
sharpening builds up each time you 
paint, rather than all at once. Then 
take the Sharpen tool, and paint a few 
times over an entire iris, including 
the out side edge of it (as shown here). 
Do the same thing with the other eye, 
and keep in mind that since you did 
this on a layer, if you need to, you can 
lower the layer’s opacity, which low-
ers the amount of sharpening you’ve 
applied. Doing this much sharpening 
can sometimes sharpen random bits 
of noise or shift the colors in your 
image a bit, so change the top layer’s 
blend mode from Normal to Lumi-
nosity, so it just sharpens the detail 
and not the color, and you’re done. 
Now, flatten the layers (from the 
Layers panel’s fly  out menu) before 
you save the image and take it back 
to Lightroom. 

Before After
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The problem with Lightroom’s method for skin softening is that it pretty much  
obliterates the skin texture and your subject’s skin winds up looking pretty plastic.  
That’s why, when it comes to softening skin and keeping texture, we always head  
over to Photoshop. It does take a few steps, but it’s really easy. 

STEP ONE:
Select the image in Lightroom  
you want to retouch, then press 
Command-E (PC: Ctrl-E) to open it  
in Photoshop. Before we do any skin 
retouching, we always remove any 
large obvious blemishes first (you 
can do that in Lightroom using the 
Spot Removal tool before you even 
bring it over to Photoshop). It’s hard 
to see at this zoomed out view, but 
she’s got a nice skin texture we want 
to preserve, and this technique does a 
great job of that. So, start by pressing 
Command-J (PC: Ctrl-J) to duplicate 
the Background layer.

STEP TWO:
Go under the Filter menu, under  
Other, and choose High Pass. When 
the High Pass filter dialog appears, 
enter 24 pixels (as shown here) for 
images that are cropped in pretty tight 
like this. If it’s more of a full-length 
or 3/4-length photo of your subject, 
where they’re not so tightly cropped, 
use 18 pixels instead, then click OK. 
The image will turn mostly gray (like 
you see here) when you click OK in 
the High Pass filter (by the way, we 
normally use the High Pass filter 
when we need some really heavy 
sharpening. See page 134 for more  
on that technique).
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STEP THREE:
Now, go under the Filter menu,  
under Blur, and choose Gaussian 
Blur. You’re going to enter a number 
that is 1/3 of the number you entered 
in the High Pass filter. So, if you had a 
close-up image like we do here, you’d 
enter 8 pixels (1/3 of the 24 pixels you 
entered in the High Pass dialog). If  
instead your image was a 3/4-length  
shot or a full-length shot, then you’d 
enter just 6 pixels (1/3 of 18). Click OK 
to apply a blur to your High Pass gray 
layer (as seen here).

STEP FOUR:
Next, you’re going to invert this  
High Pass layer by going under the 
Image menu, under Adjustments, and 
choosing Invert, or by just pressing 
Command-I (PC: Ctrl-I). At this point, 
it still looks gray and pretty bad, but 
we’re going to change the blend mode 
for this layer so it ignores the gray part. 
Go to the Layers panel and, from the 
pop-up menu near the top left, change 
the blend mode from Normal to Linear 
Light to give you the effect you see 
here. It’s still a mess, but at least it’s 
not gray, right? The problem is there 
are halos around everything. To get 
rid of all that haloing and stuff, go  
to the bottom of the Layers panel, 
click on the Add a Layer Style icon 
and, from the pop-up menu, choose 
Blending Options.
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STEP FIVE:
When the dialog appears, go right  
to the bottom, where you’ll see two 
gradients with little triangle-shaped 
sliders under them (shown below 
left). These are the Blend If sliders, 
and they are for controlling how  
the layer you’re currently on blends 
with the layer(s) below it. If you drag 
those triangle sliders to the left or 
right, you’ll see how harsh they make 
the blending. However, if instead you 
press-and-hold the Option (PC: Alt) 
key, and then drag the top-right slider 
(the one marked This Layer), it splits 
the slider in half and now it makes a 
very smooth blend. Drag it nearly all 
the way to left (as seen here at right), 
and some of those halos go away. Do 
the same thing with the top-left slider 
(press-and-hold the Option key and 
drag it nearly all the way to the other 
side), and the rest of the haloing junk 
goes away. Now click OK.

STEP SIX:
What you’re seeing onscreen is what 
we’re going to use for our skin texture, 
but it’s also appearing over her eyes, 
lips, hair, hat, etc., so we need to hide 
this layer from view and then reveal 
just the parts we want. We do this by  
pressing-and-holding the Option (PC:  
Alt) key, then clicking on the Add Layer  
Mask icon at the bottom of the Layers 
panel (it’s the third icon from the left). 
This hides your skin texture layer be-
hind a black layer mask. Now, press D 
to set your Foreground color to white, 
get the Brush tool (B), then in the Brush 
Picker in the Options Bar, choose a me-
dium-sized, soft-edged brush and set 
its Opacity to 100%. Paint over just the 
skin areas (as shown here), avoiding 
all the detail areas, like the eyebrows, 
eyes, hair, nostrils, lips, teeth, and the 
edges of the face (avoid the edges of 
her face, or they will get softer). Notice 
how it’s smoothing and removing the 
splotchy areas of skin, but it’s actually  
enhancing the skin texture as you 
paint? Pretty cool, right?
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STEP SEVEN:
At this point, you’ve applied the skin 
softening and texture at 100% (full 
power), but that’s normally too much. 
So, go to the Layers panel and lower 
the Opacity to around 50% and things 
start to look more realistic. The lower 
the opacity, the less of the softening  
we see, so pick an opacity setting that 
looks good to you. Normally, I use 
something between 40% and 50%,  
but it depends on the person and their 
skin. There are times I’ve had to use 
70%. It just depends on their skin.

TIP:  SEEING IF YOU’VE MISSED 
ANY AREAS

In the Layers panel, Option-click  
(PC: Alt-click) directly on the black 
layer mask thumbnail (seen here). 
This shows you just the black-and-
white mask. In this case, any areas 
that appear in black haven’t been 
painted over yet, so if you see a gap 
that should be white, paint over it. 
When you’re done, just Option-click  
on the thumbnail again.

Before After
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If someone is smiling in a photo I’ve taken, I always take a few moments to make sure 
their teeth line up nicely, without distracting gaps between teeth, or teeth that look too 
pointy, or too short compared to the teeth on either side, or anything that makes them 
not look perfectly beautiful. We use the Liquify filter for this because it lets you literally 
move the teeth around, tooth by tooth, as if they were made of a thick liquid. You can just 
kind of push and pull them in the direction you need them to go. Here’s how it works.

STEP ONE:
Open the image with teeth we want  
to retouch in Photoshop. First, let’s 
evaluate what we need to do: I see 
that the two front teeth are a little 
too long compared to the rest of the 
other teeth (the front two should be 
a little longer than the surrounding 
others, but just a little). So, that’s one 
thing to fix. Then, I would flatten the 
points on a few teeth and generally 
just try to even all the teeth out a bit. 
Her teeth are actually pretty nice, but 
the angle of this shot makes them 
look kind of crooked and uneven.

STEP TWO:
Go under the Filter menu and choose 
Liquify. When the Liquify dialog ap-
pears (shown here), start by zooming 
in tight (press Command-+ [plus sign; 
PC: Ctrl-+] a few times). Then, make 
sure you have the first tool at the top 
of the Toolbox select  ed (on the left 
side of the dialog; it’s called the For-
ward Warp tool, and it lets you nudge 
things around like they were made  
of molasses). The key to working with 
the Liquify filter is to make a number 
of very small moves—don’t just get  
a big brush and push stuff around. 
Make your brush size (in the Brush  
Size field on the right) just a little 
larger than what you’re retouching.  
Now, just gently nudge the teeth  
on the left side upward a few times 
each (as shown here) to shorten 
them and remove the pointiness  
(if that’s even a word).
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STEP THREE:
Now we’re going to do more of the 
same. Let’s work on the two teeth in 
the front center. Let’s gently nudge 
them upward a bit to make them 
short  er, and then go over to that one 
tooth on the far right that’s pointy 
and sticking down. Make your brush 
size very small (one of the big secrets 
of mastering retouching with Liquify 
is to make your brush just a tiny bit 
larger than what you’re trying to move. 
If you get into trouble, it’s probably be-
cause your brush is too big), then tuck 
up that pointy tooth (as shown here).

STEP FOUR:
So, that’s basically the process: you’ll 
move from tooth to tooth. To make a 
tooth longer, click inside it near the 
bottom of the tooth and nudge it down. 
If you need to close a gap, click on the  
side of the tooth with a very small 
brush and nudge it over. Here I’m flat-
tening the tooth to the left of the front 
two teeth. My goal is to make every-
thing pretty straight all the way across. 
A dentist would cringe if they saw what 
I did here, because it’s not “dentically” 
cor rect (hey, I just coined another new 
term), but we don’t have to worry 
about the teeth actually working to  
eat food, they just have to work in the 
context of our photo, which they do.

TIP: QUICK BEFORE AND AFTER
If you want to see a quick before  
and after of your retouch, just turn the 
Show Backdrop checkbox (near the 
bottom right of the dialog) on and off. If 
you don’t see it, turn on the Advanced 
Mode checkbox near the top.

Before After
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Liquify is an absolutely amazingly powerful tool unto itself, and here are four more  
instances where it literally comes to the rescue (while you’ll find more reasons and 
ways to use it on your own, these are four situations you’ll come across fairly often 
where it’s the perfect tool for the job). Also, one thing you’ll learn about retouching is  
that once you start to correct a certain problem, like ripples or folds in clothes, those 
problems start to stick out to you almost like they jump off the image, so you’ll get  
really quick at identifying them and fixing them fast using Liquify.

(1)  FIXING RIPPLES OR  
FOLDS IN CLOTHES:

If you see a fold, or a ripple, or  
any thing that needs a bit of tuck -
ing in, just tuck it in. You’ll use the 
same Liquify tool we used for nudg-
ing teeth around—the Forward Warp 
tool (it’s the first tool at the top of the 
Toolbox on the left). The same rules 
apply: make the brush slightly larger 
than the fold or material you want to 
move, then just gently nudge it over 
and it moves like you’re moving a  
thick liquid (like molasses).

(2) SHRINKING NOSE SIZE:
Liquify has a special tool just for  
making things smaller. It’s called the 
Pucker tool (it’s the fifth tool down  
from the top in the Toolbox on the left) 
and to use it, just make the brush size 
a little larger than the area you want to 
make smaller (in this case, we’re going 
to make our bride’s nose smaller, even 
though it really doesn’t need it), and 
then don’t paint with it—just click. Each 
time you click, it shrinks the area inside 
your brush a bit more. If you go too far, 
just press Command-Z (PC: Ctrl-Z) and 
it undoes your last step. You can use 
this for reducing “bug eyes,” as well.
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(3) MAKING EYES LARGER:
A very popular retouch is to make  
your subject’s eyes larger (ever-
popular on magazine covers) and 
it’s easy to do. You’re going to use 
the cousin of the Pucker tool (which 
makes things small er, right?). It’s 
the Bloat tool, and it makes things 
bigger. It works the same way the 
Pucker tool does: you just move it  
over your subject’s eye (just do one  
at a time), make it a little larger than 
the eye and eyelids, and then just 
click. Each time you click, the eye 
gets a little bigger. Remember, if 
you go too far, or it doesn’t look 
right, use that keyboard shortcut  
I just mentioned to undo it.

(4) SMOOTHING BODY PARTS:
This is another one I wind up doing 
quite a bit, especially when your sub-
ject has bare shoulders (and today’s 
brides all seem to want strapless bridal 
gowns, so this is a good one to know). 
You’re going to use the Forward Warp 
tool (like we do for fixing bumps or 
folds in clothes) and just gently nudge 
any bones sticking out along the shoul-
ders (seen here) right back in.

TIP:  FREEZING PARTS YOU  
DON’T WANT TO MOVE

If you’re moving a large part of a per-
son’s face (like tucking in the sides), 
you always run the risk of moving 
things you don’t want to move (like 
their eyes, or cheeks, or ears). You can 
lock down these areas in the center of 
their face, or their ears, by using the 
Freeze Mask tool (it’s the fourth tool 
from the bottom in the Toolbox). Just 
paint over their eyes or cheeks and 
that area appears in a red tint, and 
now it will not move. When you’re 
done, erase those red frozen areas 
with the Thaw Mask tool (it’s right 
below the Freeze Mask tool).
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This is a retouch you usually do when there’s more than one person in the photo, but you 
want to slim just one of them. This is one of those techniques that, when you look at it, 
you think, “There’s no way this is going to work.” But, it actually works amazingly well, 
even though it only takes a few seconds. Go figure.

STEP ONE:
Click on the image in Lightroom you 
want to retouch and press Command-
E (PC: Ctrl-E) to open it in Photoshop. 
Here, we’re going to reduce his jaw 
area and jowls.

STEP TWO:
Get the Lasso tool (L) and draw a very 
loose selection around your subject’s 
jaw and the lower part of the face on  
both sides (as shown here). Now, 
soften the edges of the selection by 
going under the Select menu, under 
Modify, and choosing Feather. When 
the Feather Selection dialog appears, 
enter 10 pixels and click OK.
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STEP THREE:
Go under the Filter menu, under  
Distort, and choose Pinch. When the 
Pinch dialog appears, drag the slider 
to the right to the point where it re-
duces the area but without looking  
too obvious. You see a preview of how 
this affects your image in the filter dia-
log’s little preview window as you 
drag the slider (I chose 35% here, but  
depending on your subject, you might  
need to use slightly more or less). To 
see a quick before and after of what 
the filter is doing, just take your cur-
sor and click-and-hold right inside the  
preview window to see the before, 
then let go to see the after. Click OK, 
and the Pinch filter is applied to your 
selected area (a before/after is shown 
below). In some cases, applying the 
filter once just isn’t enough (it’s too 
subtle), so to apply the same filter 
again, using the exact same settings, 
press Command-F (PC: Ctrl-F).

Before After
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Average blur filter, 83

B
Background color, 4, 125
Background layer, 14

backgrounds
compositing subjects onto, 74–85
pattern indicating transparent, 79
shallow depth of field effect, 153
shooting for composites, 74, 80

backscreened effect, 151
bending images, 104
bit depth, 27
black points, 155
Blacks slider, 155
blemish removal, 62
Blend If sliders, 64
blend modes, 17

Color, 84
Hard Light, 135
Linear Light, 63
Luminosity, 61
Multiply, 105
Normal, 126
Overlay, 111, 135
Soft Light, 42, 49, 151
Vivid Light, 108

blended images, 86–91
creating and editing, 88
positioning objects for, 87
text added to, 89–91

Bloat tool, 69
blur effects

Average blur, 83
Gaussian Blur, 48, 63, 105
Lens Blur, 153
Motion Blur, 120
Tilt-Shift, 116–118

Blur Tools panel, 117
body part smoothing, 69
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bonus video, xi
bracketed photos, 43
Bristle Detail slider, 114
Brush Picker, 17
Brush tool, 17

blended images and, 88
layer mask adjustments and, 36, 47,  

64, 111, 141, 144
portrait retouching with, 58, 59, 64, 

141, 144
special effects and, 111

brushes
Oil Paint filter, 112–114
sizing/resizing, 78

C
Camera Raw

editing smart object layers in, 35
Lightroom Develop module and, 22

Camera Raw Filter, 22, 48, 85, 123
Character panel, 127
Cleanliness slider, 113
Clone Stamp tool, 12
clothes fixes, 68
collapsing panels, 7
Color blend mode, 84
Color Picker, 4
Color Space setting, 27
colors

effect using selective, 150
Foreground/Background, 4, 125
removing from images, 110
selecting with Magic Wand  

tool, 11

composites, 74–85
backgrounds for, 74, 80
color matching for, 82–84
effects for unifying, 85
graphics added to photos for,  

102–105
image-within-image, 92–97
positioning subjects in, 81
removing fringe from, 82
resizing subjects in, 81, 94
selections made for, 74–80, 92, 96
swapping the sky, 121–123

Constraint tool, 137, 138
Content-Aware Fill, 41, 146–147
Content-Aware Patch, 13
Contrast slider, 153
Copy command, 18, 124
Create a New Layer icon, 14
Create New Adjustment Layer icon, 101
Crop tool, 40, 138, 144
cropping

aligned portraits, 140, 144
stitched panoramas, 40
wide-angle distortion fixes, 138

Curves feature, 155

D
Defringe dialog, 82
deleting

adjustment layers, 23
layers, 16
See also removing

Desaturate command, 110
deselecting selections, 9, 96
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Develop module in Lightroom, 22
distortion, wide-angle, 137–138
distracting object removal,  

98–101
Drop Shadow layer style, 20, 127
Duplicate Layer command, 18
duplicating layers, 18, 21, 79

E
Edge Smoothness feature, 44
edge vignettes

adding to HDR images, 48
removing from panoramas, 39

Edit in Adobe Photoshop option,  30
editing videos, xi
effects. See special effects
Eraser tool, 4
expanding selections, 40, 121,  

146
Exposure slider, 154
external editing

additional editor option for, 28
default settings for, 26
setting preferences for, 26–29

Eye icon, 55, 112
eye retouching

enlarging eyes, 69
eye vein removal, 58–59
Lightroom techniques for, 52
sharpening eyes, 60–61

eyebrow trimming, 56–57
Eyedropper tool, 58
eyeglass reflections, 142–145

F
facial retouching. See retouching 

portraits
Feather Selection dialog, 54, 56, 70
file formats, 26
Filename Template Editor, 29
Fill, Content-Aware, 41, 146–147
Fill Light slider, 35–36, 37
filters

Adaptive Wide Angle, 137–138
Add Noise, 59
Camera Raw, 22, 48, 85, 123
Gaussian Blur, 48, 63, 105
High Pass, 62, 134–135
Iris Blur, 150
Lens Blur, 153
Lighting Effects, 154
Liquify, 66–69
Motion Blur, 120
Oil Paint, 112
Pinch, 71
Radial, 150, 154
Shake Reduction, 136
Smart Sharpen, 132–133
Surface Blur, 109
Tilt-Shift, 116
Unsharp Mask, 47, 101, 130–131

Flatten Image command, 39,  
49, 84

flipping images, 19, 21, 99, 119
floating Toolbox, 2
Foreground color, 4, 125
Forward Warp tool, 66, 68, 69
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Free Transform feature
flipping images with, 19, 21, 99, 119
locking in transformations of, 95
reaching the handles of, 94, 123, 124
resizing images with, 19, 81, 94, 104, 

123, 124
rotating images with, 20, 104
scaling type with, 89
warping images with, 103–104

freehand selections, 10
Freeze Mask tool, 69

G
Gaussian Blur filter

HDR image creation and, 48
illustrations in photos and, 105
portrait retouching and, 63

glassy reflections
adding to iPad shots, 95–97
creating on water, 119–120

Gradient adjustment layer, 42, 151
Gradient Fill dialog, 42
Gradient Picker, 88
Gradient tool, 88, 91
Graduated Filter, 151
graphics in photos, 102–105
group shot fixes, 139–141
guides, showing, 54

H
hair selections, 76–79
halos

removing from images, 63–64
sharpened images and, 132

Hand tool, 5
Hard Light blend mode, 135
HDR images, 43–49

aligning photos for, 46
bracketed photos used for, 43
creating realistic-looking, 45–47
Edge Smoothness feature, 44
finishing effects for, 48–49
presets for creating, 43–44
sharpening added to, 47

Healing Brush tool, 41
hiding panels, 6
High Pass filter, 62, 134–135
high-contrast portrait look, 108–111
Horizontal Type tool, 14, 89, 127
Hue slider, 154

I
illustrations in photos, 102–105
image downloads, x
Image Size dialog, 21
image-within-image composite,  

92–97
Inner Glow layer style, 126
inversing selections, 11
inverting layers, 63, 109
iris blur effect, 150
iris sparkle effect, 52
iStockphoto.com, 102

J
jaw and jowl reduction, 70–71
JPEG images, 30
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K
kelbytraining.com website, x
keyboard shortcuts

for blend modes, 17
for opening images in Photoshop, 30
for selecting tools, 3

L
Lasso tool, 10, 54, 56, 70
layer masks

adding to images, 17
adjustment layers and, 23
auto-aligned layers and, 141, 143–144
blended images and, 87–88, 90–91
Brush tool used with, 36, 47, 64, 111, 

141, 144
checking for missed areas, 65
distracting object removal and, 100, 

101
HDR image creation and, 47
hiding hard edges with, 100
portrait retouching and, 64
special effects and, 111

layer styles
Drop Shadow, 20, 127
Inner Glow, 126

layers, 14–17
auto-aligning, 46, 140, 143
blend modes for, 17
creating new, 14
deleting, 16
duplicating, 18, 21, 79
flattening, 39, 49, 84
merging, 79, 110

opacity setting for, 15
stacking order of, 15
See also adjustment layers

Layers panel, 14, 15, 16
Lens Blur filter, 153
Lens Blur removal option, 133
lens flare removal, 41
Levels adjustment layer, 101, 155
Levels command, 9
Lighting Effects filter, 154
Lighting sliders, 114–115
Lightroom

edits to do in, 150–155
External Editing preferences for, 26–29
jumping between Photoshop and, 

30–31
Photoshop plug-ins for, 152
reducing image noise in, 153
retouching portraits in, 52–53

Linear Light blend mode, 63
Liquify filter, 66–69

fixing teeth with, 66–67
retouching portraits with, 68–69

Luminance slider, 153
Luminosity blend mode, 61

M
Magic Wand tool, 11, 75, 92, 121, 146
magnification settings, 5
Merge Down command, 79
Merge to HDR Pro dialog, 43
merging layers, 79, 110
mirror-like reflections, 119–120
Moore, Brad, 80
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Motion Blur filter, 120
Move tool

blended images and, 87, 89
composite images and, 81
distracting object removal and, 100
portrait retouching and, 55, 57
special effects and, 120, 123

Multiply blend mode, 105

N
naming photos, 29
Navigator panel, 6
nested tools, 2
neutral density gradient effect, 42
noise

adding, 59
reducing, 133, 153

Normal blend mode, 126
nose size reduction, 68

O
Oil Paint filter, 112–115
oil painting effect, 112–115
opacity settings, 15

Brush tool, 59
drop shadow, 127
glassy reflection, 97, 120
HDR image creation, 49
illustration in photo, 105
portrait retouching, 59, 65
skin softening, 65
special effects, 120
type layer, 91

Options Bar, 3
Overlay blend mode, 111, 135

P
paint effect, 112–115
panels, 5–7

collapsing, 7
hiding, 6

panoramas, 38–42
Auto Sync editing for, 38
cropping/filling gaps in, 40–41
gradient effect added to, 42
shooting overlapping images for, 38
stitching in Photoshop, 39
vignette removal for, 39

Paste command, 81, 103, 124
Paste Into command, 93, 122
Patch tool, 13
photo downloads, x
Photo Filter adjustment layer, 23, 154
Photomerge dialog, 39
Photoshop

book on using, xi
Color Space setting, 27
editing in Lightroom vs., 150–155
jumping to/from, 30–31
layers, 14–17
panels, 5–7
plug-ins, 152
Selection tools, 8–11
smart objects, 34–37
Toolbox, 2–4
video editing, xi
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Pinch filter, 71
plug-ins, Photoshop, 152
Polygonal Constraint tool, 138
Polygonal Lasso tool, 9, 96
portraits

group shot fixes for, 139–141
high-contrast look for, 108–111
See also retouching portraits

presets
HDR Pro, 43
image naming, 29
sharpening, 133

process versions, 35
ProPhoto RGB color space, 27
Protect Details checkbox, 60
PSD images

editing in Photoshop, 30
saving for external editing, 26

Pucker tool, 68

Q
Quick Selection tool, 10, 74–75,  

96, 121

R
Radial Filter, 150, 154
Radius slider

High Pass filter, 134
Refine Edge dialog, 76, 78
Smart Sharpen filter, 132
Unsharp Mask filter, 131

RAW images
editing in Photoshop, 30
smart objects for editing, 34–37

Rectangular Marquee tool, 8, 90, 98,  
119, 122, 125

rectangular selections, 8
Reduce Noise slider, 133
Refine Edge dialog, 76
Refine Radius tool, 76
reflections

adding to iPad shots, 95–97
creating mirror-like on water, 119–120
removing from eyeglasses, 142–145

removing
blemishes, 62
color from images, 110
distracting objects, 98–101
edge vignettes, 39
eyeglass reflections, 142–145
fringe from composites, 82
halos from images, 63–64
lens flare, 41
See also deleting

resampling images, 21
Reset Tool option, 3
resizing. See sizing/resizing
resolution, external editing, 28
retouching portraits, 51–71

clothes fixes, 68
enlarging eyes, 69
eye vein removal, 58–59
eyebrow trimming, 56–57
facial symmetry fix, 54–55
jaw and jowl reduction, 70–71
Lightroom techniques for, 52–53
Liquify tool used for, 66–69
nose size reduction, 68
sharpening eyes, 60–61
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retouching portraits (continued)
skin softening, 53, 62–65
teeth fixes, 66–67

rotating images, 20, 104
rulers, showing, 54

S
Saturation slider, 154
Scale slider, 113
scaling

images, 19, 81, 94, 104
type or text, 89
See also sizing/resizing

Scott 5 HDR preset, 43–44
Select All command, 16, 86, 92, 124
Selection tools, 8–11
selections

adding to, 8
color-based, 11
deselecting, 9
expanding, 40, 121, 146
feathering, 54, 56, 70
freehand, 10
hair, 76–79
inversing, 11
Magic Wand tool, 11, 75, 92, 121, 146
Quick Selection tool, 10, 74–75, 96, 121
rectangular, 8
Refine Edge, 76–79
square, 9, 125
straight line, 9
subtracting from, 8
white gap area, 146

selective color effects, 150

shadows, drop, 20, 127
Shadows slider, 35
Shake Reduction filter, 136
Sharpen tool

improvements made to, 60
retouching portraits with, 60–61

sharpening
eyes, 60–61
HDR images, 47
Lightroom Detail panel for, 152
oil painting effects, 114
Photoshop filters for, 130–136
saving presets for, 133
Sharpen tool for, 60–61
women’s skin, 152

sharpening filters
High Pass, 134–135
Shake Reduction, 136
Smart Sharpen, 132–133
Unsharp Mask, 47, 101, 130–131

Shine amount slider, 115
Show Backdrop checkbox, 67
sizing/resizing

brushes, 78
Free Transform for, 19, 81, 94, 104,  

123, 124
Image Size dialog for, 21
subjects for composites, 81, 94
type or text, 89

skies
gradient effect for, 42
swapping for better, 121–123

skin sharpening, 152
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skin softening
Lightroom method for, 53
Photoshop method for, 62–65

slimming subjects, 53
smart objects, 34–37
Smart Radius checkbox, 76
Smart Sharpen filter, 132–133
smoothing body parts, 69
Soft Light blend mode, 42, 49, 151
special effects, 107–127

high-contrast portrait look, 108–111
mirror-like reflections, 119–120
oil painting effect, 112–115
swapping skies, 121–123
tilt shift effect, 116–118
wedding book effects, 124–127

Split Toning panel, 154
Spot Removal tool, 53, 62
square selections, 9, 125
Stack with Original checkbox, 28
straight line selections, 9
Stroke dialog, 127
Stylization slider, 112
Surface Blur filter, 109
Swash feature, 127

T
tatoo illustration, 102–105
teeth, retouching, 66–67
text

adding with layers, 14
blended images with, 89–91
scaling with Free Transform, 89
wedding book effects using, 127

Thaw Mask tool, 69
Threshold slider, 131
TIFF images, 30
tilt shift effect, 116–118
Tilt-Shift filter, 116
Tone Curve panel, 151, 155
Toolbox

Lightroom, 2
Photoshop, 2–4

tools
keyboard shortcuts for, 3
nested, 2, 3
options for, 3

transformations. See Free Transform 
feature

transparency pattern, 79
Trash icon, 16
type. See text

U
Undo command, 13, 23, 78
Unsharp Mask filter, 47, 101, 130–131

V
Vanelli, Robert, 102
Vibrance slider, 117
video editing, xi
Vignette Removal checkbox, 39
vignettes

adding to HDR images, 48
removing from panoramas, 39

Vivid Light blend mode, 108
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W
warping images, 103–104
web sharpening, 131
wedding book effects, 124–127
white points, 155
Whites slider, 155
wide-angle distortion fix, 137–138
wrinkle reduction, 53

Z
Zoom tool, 5, 58, 60
zooming in/out, 5
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